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Confidence In t e rva l s for the Odds Ratio 

i n Case-Control Steadies; *Bie S ta te of the Art* 

Abstract 

Many approximate procedures are available for setting confidence 

limits around the odds ratio in a four-fold table. A number of them 

are emalyzed according t:o three criteria: close agreement between the 

actual and the nominal confidence levels; exact agreement wit± a hypo

thesis test for or agadnst significance; and relative siit̂ licity in 

calculation. The procedure due to Cornfield comes closer to satisfying 

all three criteria than cUiy of the others examined. Formulas are pro

vided for am iterative solution to Cornfield's equations. 

*This work was supported in part by a grant from the SIAM 

Institute for Mathematics and Society to develop methods 

for the study of environmental factors in health. 



Introduction 

Attention will be restricted in this paper to hypothesis tests 

and confidence intervals for the odds ratio in data resulting from 

simple caise-conturol studies. A number of approximate procedvires for 

setting confidence limit:s about the population odds ratio are compared 

on the basis of three criteria: 

(i) close agreement between the actual and the nominal confidence 

levels; 

(ii) identical inferences for or agcd.nst statistd.cal significance 

from a hypothesis test and from the confidence interval excluding or 

including the value 1; and 

(iii) relative simplicity in calculation, by which is meauit that 

all calculations can be performed using desk-top or pocket calculators, 

with the mathematical operations being no more complicated 1:han ex

tracting squctre root:s or taking logarithms. 

Suppose that a sample of n. cases and a sample of n_ con1:rols 

axe studied, with results arrayed as in Table 1. Throughout the paper, 

X will represent the number of cases who were exposed to the risk factor 

under study, and m will represent the tu)tal number of exposed subjects 

in the two samples combined. 

See next page (1-a) for Table 1. 

Let P. denote tJie underlying proportion of cases who were exposed 

to the risk factor and P_ the underlying proportion of contnrols who were. 
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TABLE 1 

Generic Four-fold Table from a Reta:ospectu.ve 

Case-Control Study 

Risk Factor 

Sample 

Cases 

Contirols 

Total 

Exposed 

X 

m-X 

m 

Not Exposed 

n^ - X 

n^ - m + X 

n̂ ^ + n_ - m 

Total 

"l 

"2 

n^ + n^ 
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The parame1:er of interest is the odds ratio, 

or occasionally, for mathematical convenience, it:s natural logarithm, 

P P 1 2 X = In 01 « In r-^ In r - — . (2) 

1 2 

Properties of the odds ratio which make it an import:ant parameter in 

case-control studies have been described elsewhere [1-3]. 

A good estimator of the odds ratio has been found [4] to be 

(X + Jjy (n^- m + x + ̂s) 

(m - X + %) (n^ - X + 35) 
(3) 

and a good estimator of the st:andard error of o has been found [5] to be 

s . e . (o) » 6 X S(X) , (4) 

where 

S(X) / ^ 
(5) 

X+h m-X+Jj n -X+% n -m+X+Jj 

Numerical Example 

Consider the hypothet ica l data in Table 2. The value of l±e 

sliandard x^ s t a t i s t i c , corrected for continuitiy, for t e s t i n g the hypo

thes i s t ha t the population odds r a t i o i s uni ty i s x^ ~ 3.86, which i s 

j u s t barely s ign i f i can t a t the 0.05 l e v e l . Since t±e exact s ignif icance 

l e v e l , ca lcula ted by means of the hypergeometric d i s t r i b u t i o n [ 6 ] , i s 
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0.0485, the verdict from the chi squaure test with the continiiLty correc

tion is seen to be correct. 

See next page (3-a) for Table 2. 

The next step in the analysis might be to constiruct confidence 

limits about the population odds ratio. The particular numerical example 

of Table 2 was selected to illustrate, among other lyings, a sensible 

reqxiirement for the lower limit, say u , of the interval. Because 
Li 

the null hypothesis was rejected, u)_ should be greater than 1.0; because 

it was just barely rejected, however, o) should not be much greater than 

1.0. 

The dislaribution theory required to construct exact confidence 

intervals around the population odds ratio has been known since 1935 [6], 

but Idle required calculations are too extensive for routine use. Com

puter prograuos [?] and tables [8] have recently become available. For 

the data of Table 2, the exact 95% confidence interval for the odds ratio 

is 

1.005 < u < 7.316. (6) 

Note i n particulau: t ha t the lower l i m i t , oi - 1.005, exceeds uni ty but 
XJ 

not by much. 

Because the computer programs for the exact method are not widely 

available, and because the p\i)lished tables do not cover all possible 

cases, one must resort in practice to approximate methods for constructing 

confidence intervals. A number of IJie approximate methods which are in 

use will now be analyzed. 
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TABLE 2 

Hypothetical Four-fold Table 

Risk Factor 

San^le 

Cases 

Controls 

Total 

Exposed 

20 

10 

30 

Not Exposed 

30 

40 

70 

Total 

50 

50 

100 
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Intervals Based on the Sample Odds Ratio 

A simple but very crude approximate procedure is to t^ke 

o + 1.96 X s.e.(o) (7) 

as a 95% confidence interval for u, where o is defined in (3) and 

s.e.(o) in (4). For the data at hand, o « 2.593 and s.e.(o) » I.164, 

so the approximate interval bec(»ies 

0.312 < u < 4.874. (8) 

Among other defectzs, this interval suffers the obvious error that 

it includes t±ie value tinity, contradicting tihe evidence from t±e test 

of significance that the parameter was different from zero. Anotiher 

deficiency becomes apparent when the same approach is vised in setting con

fidence limits about oi , the ratio of odds against exposiire to the risk 

factor. 

The point estimate of oj is o , the reciprocal of the quantity 

defined in (3), and its estimated stamdard error is given by 

s.e. (o"-'-) = i S(X), (9) 
o 

where S(X) is defined in (5). The approximate interval for u is then 

o~^ + 1.96 X s.e.(o"'̂ ) (10) 

which becomes 

0.046 < uT^ < 0.725. (11) 

By taking reciprocals, the corresponding interval for oi becomes 

1.379 < (»> < 21.729. (12) 

No comparison wilih 1:he exact interval given in escpression (6) is 

required to appreciate that something is wrong, but only a comparison 

with the interval given in (8) which was constructed from identical 
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principles. The two are so discrepamt that the obvious negative con

clusion is warramted. This approach should be avoided unless the santple 

sizes are extiremely large, literally in the tihousauids. 

The stamdard error of the sasiple odds ratio does have a use, but 

it is purely a descriptive one. It is a good, tough indicator of the 

precision with which t:he underlying paurameter has been estimated. It 

should not be used in making formal inferences, however. 

Intervals Based on the Logarithm of the Odds Ratio 

One reason for the breakdown of the procedure just described is 

t:he asymmetry of the ramge of possible values for the odds ratio. The 

infinitely wide interval from 1 on up is available for indexing "positive" 

association, whereas the finite interval from O to 1 is all that is 

available for indexing "negative" association. When the logarithm of 

the odds ratio is taken, however, syimnetry results. Zero becomes the 

value indicative of no differential risk, the inteirsral from -<» to 0 is 

available for indexing "negative" association, the interval from 0 to • is 

availa±)le for indexing "positive" association, and a negative log odds 

ratio, say -X, indicates exactly the same sturength of association as does 

the positive value, X. 

Woolf [9] was one of the first to study explicitly the 

logaritJun of t±e odds ratio. Define 

(X + h) In^ •- m + X + h) 
L = ln(o) = In -; ^ ̂  , . . ,-. . ( 

(m - X + *j) (n- - X + *j) 

A good estimate of the standard error of L is given by 
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s.e.{L) « S(X), (14) 

where S(X) is defined in equation (5), and am approximate 95% confidence 

interval for X, the logarithm of the population odds ratio, is 

L + 1.96 X s.e.(L). (15) 

For the data of Tad̂ le 2, LBO.953 amd s.e. (L) » 0.449, so the 

resulting approximate 95% confidence interval becomes 

0.073 < X < 1.833. (16) 

An interval for the odds ratio itself is obtained by taking antilogaurithiDS 

of the limits of this interval: 

1.076 < 0) < 6.253. (17) 

An important property of this approach is that identically the same 

interval for the population odds ratio results if one analyzes the datia 

witrh respect to odds against rather 1:han odds for exposure. 

Nevertheless, the approach errs in yielding an interval which is 

appreciably narrower tihan t:he exact interval given in (6) . This phenomenon 

is true for the data of Table 2, and has been found to be tirue in other 

cases by Gart amd Thomas [lO]. The consequence is that the actual con

fidence level associated with the interval given by (15) is less tham 

the nominal level of 95%, and thns that the interval is subject to 

greater uncertainty than is apparent from 1:he nominal confidence level. 

The problem is only partially solved by redefining the estimated stam

dard error of L by deleting the quantities h in formula (5), thus in

creasing the estimate somewhat. The resulting interval is 

1.060 < u < 6.342, (18) 
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which is still t:oo naurrow. 

Miettinen [llj recently proposed a single modification of the 

approach represented by eaqpression (15) . Let M be amy measure of 

association which assumes the value 0 under the null hypothesis, and 

let V(M) denote the square of its estimated stamdard error. Then, when 

2 
the senile sizes are large, M /V(M) will tend t:o assume the same value 

no matter what the measure H, amd t:his common value will be that of the 

stamdeurd x^ statistic. In particular, 

-4T'^' • '̂ " 
so tihat 

amd 
s.e.(L) = - . (21) 

Miettinen suggested that 

L(lii-?i) (22, 

be teUcen as am approximate 95% confidence interval for X, amd that 

antilog ^L(l - ^^^)j < u < antilog ^Ld + i^^)) (23) 

be taken as an approximate 95% confidence interval for the population 

odds ratio. 

For the data in Table 2, x = /3.86 = 1.964, and Miettinen's 

interval becomes (24) 

1.002 < 0) < 6.708. 
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The lower limit of t±is interval agrees closer wit:h t:hat of the exact 

interval (6) tham do the lower limits of the other intervals examined, 

but its upper limit is still too low. 

In an .exchange of gorre spondence with Halperin [l2j on the validity 

of his approach, Miettinen [13] also pointed out l:hat his intervals 

tended to be too narrow. They au:e easily constructed, however, and have 

the in̂ xartant property of being consistent witih the result of the chi 

square test. If the verdict by the chi square test is "significance", 

then Miettinen's interval for the odds ratio will necessarily not include 

the value 1; if the verdict is "nonsignificamce," then Miettinen's inter

val will necessarily include the value 1. 

Yet other approximate procedures have been suggested for setting 

confidence limits around the odds ratio [14-16], but none has been found 

[10] to be vmiformly better tham one proposed by Cornfield [l]. Cornfield's 

procedure requires a series of iterations for solution; the result:s of 

Miettinen's procedure (23) au:e useful as a first approximation. Corn

field's approximate met:hod will be described below following the state

ment of some theoretical statistical results. 

Some Statistical Theory 

Consider the data of Table 1, and suppose that the population odds 

ratio is equal to oj. If the four marginal frequencies in Table 1 are 

considered fixed, then X is approximately normally distributed witih 

mean (X) = x (25) 
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and 

variance (X) = 
i + ̂  + _ A - + ^ 
X m-X n--x n„-m+x 

W(x) ' (26) 

say, where x is the unique positive solution to the quadratic equation 

x(n -m+x) 
u>. (27) (m-x)(n--x) 

The explicit equation for x as a function of u is given in the appendix. 

These results, originally stated witJiout proof in 1951 by Stevens 

[17], have subsequently been proven by Cornfield [l] and by Hannan and 

Harkness [l8]. Their most important use is in testing hypotheses about 

the value of the population odds ratio. If u is the hypothesized 

value, and if x is the corresponding solution of equation (27), then o 

X^ = (|x - x^l - '5Yw(x^) (28) 

has, approximately, a chi square dist:ribution with one degree of freedom 

when the hypothesis is true. Because of the intimate cormection pointed 

out below between hypothesis tests and confidence intervals, equation 

(28) will also play a role in constiructing confidence intervals for the 

population odds ratio. 

As a simple example of the use of these results, consider the 

problem of testing the hypothesis that oj = 1. For this hypothesized 

value only, the solution of equation (27) becomes especially simple, 

mn 

"l ^ "2 ' 
(29) 
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as does the eacpression for the quantity W(x) defined in equation (26) , 

(n- + n ) 
W(x)= -i—_£ _ . (30) 

n-n2m(n- + n2 - m) 
The value for x^ given by equation (28) t±en becomes 

3 fh |̂-^)%n,. X̂  ' M V»2l ^^ ^V"2^ (31) 
nj^n2in(m^+n2-m) 

which is algebraically identical to any of the usual formulas for chi 

square with the continuity correction [3]. In this one important case 

at least, therefore, the above approach succeeds in recapturing exactly 

t:he classic one. 

This result also has a role t» play in const:ructing a confidence 

interval for oj. Consider an arbitrary random variable Z whose distaribu-

tion depends on an unknown parameter 0. A particular parameter value 6* 

is said to be consistent with the data at the g level of significance if 

a test of the hypothesis that 9 = 9 * fails to reject. A (l-o)-100 percent 

confidence interval for 6 contains tJiose, and only t±ose values of the 

parameter which are consistent with t±e data at the a level of significance 

[19]. 

For the problem being considered, a 95% confidence interval for the 

odds ratio consists of all values of OJ for which the value of x^ given by 

formula (28) is less than or equal to 3.84, the value required for signif-

icamce at the 0.05 level. This is the essence of the procedure described 

by Cornfield [l]. 
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Cornfield's Approximate Confidence Interval 

Explicit expressions for the lower amd upper confidence bounds 

resulting from Cornfield's procedure au:e not possible, because they call 

for the solution of fourth degree equations. The upper 95% confidence 

limit, say u , is such that, when equation (27) is solved for x as a 

function of u , and this value is inserted into expression (26) to yield 

W(x^ , then 

(X - Xy + Jj)̂  W(xo) = 3.84. (32) 

Similarly, the lower 95% confidence limit, say u , is such tiiat, when 

X- is t±ie corresponding solution of equation (27) , then 

(X - X, - h)^ V{x) = 3.84. (33) 
la l i 

The appendix gives the mathematical resultis necessary for conver

gence to a)_ and u given amy initial estimates; the better the initial 

L U 

estimates, the qtiicker the convergence. Miettinen's bounds (23) are 

proposed as the first approximations because t:hey are fairly accurate 

and are easily calculated. 

See next page (11-a) for Table 3. 

Table 3 presents t±ie series of calculations required to converge 

to («)„= 7.208, the upper limit of Cornfield's 95% confidence interval; 

only three steps were required. Equation (32) is easily seen to be sat

isfied. For ijii]- 7.208,. the corresponding value of Xy, the solution to 

equation (27), is x^ = 24.230, and the value of W(xu) , defined by equation 

(26), is W(x^) = 0.2760. Then, recalling that X = 20 in Table 2, 
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TABLE 3 

Convergence to Cornf ie ld ' s t^per 95% Confidence Limit 

on the Odds Rat io , for the Data of 

Table 2 

Step 
1 

2 

3 

(1) 

6.708 

7.200 

7.208 

X 
23.966 

24.226 

24.230 

W(x) 
0.2686 

0.2759 

0.2760 

F(x) 
-2.283 

-0.035 

0.000 

f'{a)) 
0.555 

0.503 

^ 

W'(x) 
0.0267 

0.0293 

_ 

P'(x) 
4.636 

4.492 

_ 
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(20 - 24.230 + h)^ X 0,2760 » 3.84. (34) 

No iteration is required tus find u , the lower 95% confidence 
L 

limit. For Miettinen's lower limit of 1.002 (24), the corresponding 

value of x_ is 15.009, and that of W(x_) is 0.1905. Therefore, 
L Ij 

(20 - 15.009 - \)^ X 0.1905 = 3.84, (35) 

so that equation (33) is satisfied. 

Cornfield's approximate 95% confidence interval for OJ is therefore 

1.002 < CO <- 7.208, (36) 

which comes closer than any of the otihers examined lx> the exact interval 

given in (6). Its actual confidence level is 94.86%, only t:rivially 

less l:han the nominal level of 95%. 
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Discussion 

For sin5>licit:y only, the above development considered 95% con

fidence intervals exclusively. While 95% seems to be tihe most widely 

used confidence level, otihers are occasionally employed. All one need 

do is replace 1.96 with the corresponding critical normal curve value 

(e.g., witih 2.58 for 99% confidence), amd 3.84 with tihe corresponding 

critical chi squaure value (e.g., with 6.63 for 99% confidence). 

While the setting for trhis paper was the retirospective case-

contirol study, the results apply equally to comparative cohort studies 

of independent samples, and to cross-sectional studies in which none of 

t:he marginal frequencies is specified beforehand. 

Gaurt [2lJ has extended Cornfield's procedure tx) the problem of 

setting confidence limits about the assumed common odds ratio in a niuober 

of independent fourfold tables. Work is in progress applying it to the 

related problem of testing the hypothesis that a series of independent 

odds ratios are equal. 

In the preface to [3], the stiatement appeaurs that "The reader 

who finds a need for confidence intervals ...will find...that the proper 

interval is almost always more complicated than simply the point es

timate plus or minus a multiple of its standard error." The above anal

ysis, together with analyses by Gart [lO, 15, 20], reinforces that 

warning. The exact method for setting confidence limitzs on the odds 

ratio satisfies the first two criteria given in the introduction, but 

cannot generally be applied wi1±iout access to a computer or witJiout 

the expenditure of an inordinate amount of time performing tedious cal

culations. Approximate methods such as Miettinen's [ll] satisfy the 
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second amd third criteria, but provide intervals which are too narrow 

and thus have actual confidence levels which are lower than t:he nominal 

ones. 

Cornfield's method flj satisfies all three criteria, provided 

one takes the third to mean perhaps spending half an hour or so performing 

the calculations, instead of t:he five or ten minutes required with the 

simpler but inaccurate metihods. When one considers t:hat Cornfield's 

method is extzremely accurate, and that it is perfectly consistent with 

respect to t±e classical chi square test for significance, the slight 

increase in arithmetic becomes trivial. 
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Appendix 

An Iterative Solution for Cornfield's Approximate Confidence 

Interval for the Odds Ratio 

The upper 95% confidence limit for o), say aî , is such that, when 

X-. is the \inique positive solution t» the quadratic equation 

x (h - m + X ) 

u„» (Al) (m - x^ ("i~*û  ^ 

and when 

r ) =»-=- + _ = _ + — = — + i _ — 

U x^ m-xu n^-x^ n2-nH-x^ 

t:hen 

W(x„) = r^ + - ^ + --i-- + _ J:,.. , (A2) 

(X - Xjj + Jj)̂  W(x^) = 3.84. (A3) 

For any value of uj, the positive root of equation (Al) is ec[ual tuj 

X = f ((o) « 2(^-1) (^^'^^ " 2(0))), (A4) 

where 

and 

A((ji) = (nĵ +m)a) + (n^-m) (A5) 

(A6) 
•

2 
[A(a))] - 4a)(u)-l)mn . 

Equation (A3) may be re-expressed as follows to yield an equation 

which assumes the value zero when the desired upper limit is found: 

F(x) = (X - X + % ) ^ - 1 ^ . (A7) 

-Al-
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I f u„ i s a f i r s t approximation to u , and i f x i s the cor res 

ponding solut ion to equation (A4}, then a second, b e t t e r approximation 

i s , by Newton's method [22] , 

where 

(A9) 

In equation (A9), 

^' "̂-̂  = 2^< "̂l"̂ ' - -^ BUi^ f " ^^' 
1 \ , (n^+m)A(u»)- 2mn^ (2a)-l) (̂ _ ^^^^ ^^^QJ 

where f (u) , A(a>) and B(u)) aure defined exp l i c i ty in equations (A4) - (A6) , 

^^ 1 1 1 1 
W (x) » -; rz- + - ; — — ^ - -=T - 1 ^"TTT • (All) 

(m-x) ^ (n.-x) ^ x"̂  (n -m+x) ̂  

(2) 
If the value of x associated with the second approximation, say x , 

is such that F(xy ) is still not zero (say, if its absolute value exceeds 

0.01), the process would have to be repeated. 

Convergence to co_, the lower 95% confidence lindt, proceeds by exactly 

the same process, except that the continuity correction is taken as -h 

in equations (A7) and (A9). 

The above formulas, while hardly simple, are explicit and are easily 

programmed for analysis using any prograinmable desk-top or pocket calcu

lator. In practice, three or four iterations should suffice, even when 

the initial approximations are poor-
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